The Global HRD
Criticaleye’s first Human Resources Director Retreat, in association with EY
and Warren Partners, found that addressing business issues around global
culture, performance and organisational design calls for a new breed of HRD
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Organisations need to develop

HR Directors should try to
create a culture in which people
can contribute to the agenda.
If you want to influence you
have to be credible and have a
good reputation.
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practices, such as health and safety,
compliance and financial processes”.
She explained: “Everyone in the
organisation must know that, regardless
of local cultural differences, there are
codes of conduct or business processes
that can’t be flexed at a local level,
and they rely on leadership, not just
documentation and training, for
them to be properly understood and
adopted in the mindset of the people.”

Where people
“aren’t
living the

values, we’ve got
to be brave enough
to call it out as
a problem

”

a presence in a new territory,
don’t oversell your promises or
you might find the operating
environment very quickly makes
them extremely difficult to deliver.”

Shape of things to come
It was widely agreed by attendees
that a different mindset to leadership
is long overdue. Charlie Wagstaff,
Managing Director for the Corporate
& Public Sector at Criticaleye,
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suggested that management of people

Resources Director for financial

past decade to develop a global
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culture, but those getting it right

leadership challenge” as companies

“I don’t see that there’s incremental

are very much the exception.

seek to understand the fundamentals
of achieving high performance.

investment in culture and values
anymore, it’s more a discipline of
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know what the future will look like,

aren’t living the values, we’ve got to
be brave enough to call it out as a

Gordon Headley, Chief HR Officer for

so I think increasingly the skills

problem and address it. HR Directors

Tullow Oil, said: “When looking to

required to be a successful leader will

need to get people in the HR team

expand internationally and develop a

be around agility, curiosity, being

that have the confidence to make

global culture, organisations need to

able to work in teams and having an

that judgement and take a risk.”

ensure that they engage early with local

acute awareness of the environment

communities and develop their skills to

around them and themselves. What

This continues to be – and perhaps

ensure that they have the capability to

is for certain is that leaders need to

always will be – a work-in-progress

support the organisation going forward.

build organisations that are able to
adapt to the future [and be flexible].”

for companies in terms of application.
Gary Kildare, Chief HR Officer
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for Global Technology Services at

people; you have to invest in the
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local population… When building

expanding their skill-set in order
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to make a valuable contribution in

as far too many remain, as it were,

such an environment. Joëlle Warren,

missing-in-action. Daniele Sacco,

Executive Chairman at executive

Chief Operating Officer for HR at
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Rio Tinto, said: “We need a back-to-

said that progressive HRDs “have

basics approach in HR which means

demonstrated breadth and depth to

thinking about where we can really

their background; they are not just

add value. Doing talent recruitment

functional specialists, but are actually

and leadership development is a

well-rounded business leaders who

tangible way of showing how we

have contributed strategically and

can drive decisions that make a real

commercially to the business”.

difference to business results.”

need
“Leaders
to build

organisations that
are able to adapt
to the future

”

Doug commented: “You’ve got to
earn your stripes as a HRD. How you
build that relationship will determine
whether you’ve earned their respect
as well as their trust. Sometimes that
means being the lone voice in the
boardroom... but it starts with you and
it requires a HRD to be courageous.”
In essence, HRDs must be
more sophisticated and integrated

asks the right questions: ‘What’s going

approach to understanding and

on around here?’; ‘Why are we doing

investing in people is necessary.

this?’ Commonly, they will knock
me out of my performance mentality

After all, it allows for a clear line to

and into thinking about the long-

be drawn to performance, meaning

term health and sustainability of the

that global businesses which possess

people within the organisation.”

knowledge around core competencies
and where the leaders of tomorrow

HR can no longer be seen by boards

are coming from, will possess real

purely as a support function. It is,

competitive advantage.

however, incumbent on those in the
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